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78th Year, Issue 12 
E Pluribus Unum: 
.is it a· stamp of approval? 
·It's multi-cultural week, 
and a ·look at Xavier's 
university ·studies class is 
inside~ 
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Amnesty participates 
in national conference 
By Raymond Romanos 
The Xavier Newswire 
Several Xavier and Univer-
sity of Cincinnati student ac-
tivists attended the Amnesty 
International Activists Con-
ference held on Saturday Nov 
15, in Chicago. 
The. workshop, outside of 
providing information on hu-
man rights abuse, focused on· 
student activism and the stu-
dents' role in society. 
'We have potential to ac-
complish what past genera-
tions haven't-that being respect 
for human rights and the end 
of torture and abu5e, but we 
need to be organized," said 
Martin Eisen, president of 
Amnesty International chapter 
at Xavier. 
This was a chance for stu-
dents to meet with activists on 
a national, regional, and local 
level, and for area coordinators 
to get in contact with students. 
The day was organized into 
two sessions with 24 work-
shops. Jack Healey, executive 
director of Amnesty, who re-
centlyreturned fromprotesting 
President Bush's Haitian im-
migration policy, opened up 
the conference. 
The day ended with a docu-
mentary on the Acevedo 
Movement Against Torture in 
Chile. 
"It was incredibly infor-
mative and interesting, touch-
ing upon a variety of subjects, 
very timely subjects, like the 
Haitian Refugees," said Eisen. 
Eisen conducted a seininar 
on How to Facilitate an Effec-
tive Amnesty Meeting. 
"It was a group discussion 
on.the problems and benefits 
wi.th running an effective 
meeting, and it went very 
well," he said. 
"As students, we are the 
biggest segment of Al., our 
role is key in promoting hu-
man rights, and we can .work 
together in generating an im-
mense amount of pressure 
protesting human rights to 
various governments, includ..: 
ing our own," said Eisen. 
Senate project 
Fehr bringsrecycling bins toVillagr 
,.. , ' · .. , ,, . :-,- ,. ' .· . , . 
-.·~ _. . . : : , : .· , . . -~ 1·'. .. ,. ""·:~ 
' By Jenny '.Torlihe · .· 
:The Xavier Newswire 
At the Nov. 9 Senate meet-
ing, $384 was allocated to es-
tablish a four yard recycling 
bin in the Village from Jan. 15 
to July 15, 1993. Paper prod-
ucts will be emptied from this 
bin· twice a week. 
"The whole purpose of the 
Student Government allocat-
ing this fund is to try to not 
only establish recycling in the 
Village, but to try to push for a 
movement of recycling on this., 
campus," stated Senator Den-
nis Fehr. 
Al though installing a recy-
cling bin in the Village has been 
tried before in the last several 
years, h has never been 
achieved. 
"The more and more input I 
got from .the students, it 
seemed like they wanted the 
recycling. From how they had 
problems in the past, I saw it as 
a challenge to be able to push it 
through," said Fehr, when 
asked why he chose this as his 
Senate project. 
Fehr gives credit to Mary 
Shane of the Dorothy Day 
House for helping him to de-
termine what was necessary to 
establish the bin. He also thanks 
Chris Mclean, who sits on the 
Village Council, for raising 
studentawarenessfortheneed· 
for recycling. MCiean started a 
·:T~ree. 
File photo 
Soon students living in the Village will have a bin fo.r recyclables 
petition in which 63% of Vil-
lage residents said that they 
would bewillingtopay29cents 
a month for the bin. 
"By the students voicing 
their opinion it really says to 
StudentGovemment, 'Hey, we 
want this,' and from that point · 
on it's Student Government's 
responsibility to represent the 
students,"said Fehr. 
Fehr said that Residence Life 
feltthatchargingstudentseven 
such a minimal amount would 
not be fair since they already 
pay for garbage disposal. 
· Fehr hopes that the funding 
ofthisprojectbySGAwillhave 
an impact on the entire Xavier 
community. . 
"The whole purpose of Stu-
dent Government allocating 
this fund is to tr,Y, to not only · 
establish recycling in the Vil-
lage, but to try to push for a 
movement of recycling on this 
campus," Fehr said. 
Fehr concluded, "I.f I could 
help start this now,, I would 
love to be able to come back 10 
· years from now and see it even 
bigger. and better and know 
that I helped start that." 
Information on .proper use 
of the bin Will be distributed to 
Village residents in Jan. 
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Spotlight 
Lissa Zyromski brings light to Xavier SENATE 
.notes 
Senior, Lissa Zyromski 
,,,..,, .• , .. ,.t.. 
By Louis Peters 
The Xavier Newswire 
The lights go down in the 
theater and the show begins. 
Whether you're watching a 
play, movie, or presentation, 
you are most likely seeing the 
work of senior Lissa Z yromski. 
For the past four years 
Zyromski has been working 
behind the scenes at the the-
ater to bring performances and 
presenters to life. 
Her work on the theater 
staff actually extends beyond 
the theater. It can be seenin 
almost all university functions 
doing audio in the theater, she 
does not see it as a future ca-
reer. 
"I could do audio engineer-
ing for a living and chemistry 
on the side or chemistry for a 
living and audio on the side. 
The latter just makes more 
sense,'! said Zyromski. 
Not only has Zyromski 
helped in the theater with au-
dio, she helped with last year's 
homecoming concert and sev-
eral SAC events this year. 
Off-campus, she has re-
cently become involved in au-
dio engineering for several 
bands. 
Zyromski helped with the 
sound at a band festival in 
Miami, Ohio this fall. She also 
hopes to get on the stage in that 
area soon as a bass guitarist. 
"I have lots of friends who 
play bass and they've each 
given me one lesson," said 
Zyromski. 
"I see everybody 
through the theater. I 
don't need to show up 
for social events-I work 
there. I'm just always 
in the background," said 
Zyromski. In her free time, Zyromski 
enjoys writing poetry. Al-
File photo where audio and lights are though she has been very 
needed. prolific~ she claims no one will 
.Said Zyromski, "I see ev- ever see her wor~. . 
erybody through the theater. I Before coming_ to Xavier, 
don't really need to show up Zyromski was an avid horse 
for social events- I work there. rider. 
SUMMER STUDY ABROAD I'm just always in the back~ She has 12 years experience ground." with horses and taught riding 
Starting this Thursday, lessonsinhighschool. Horses 
however, Zyromski will be are something Zyromski defi-
taking the foreground in the nitely wants to get back into 
female version of The Odd after graduation. 
Join the growing number 
of students who make their 
summers count - tor credit. 
Choose from 22 
Syracuse University 
programs in Asia and Europe. 
Syr1cu1e University 
Dlvl1lon of lnternatlonal Program• Abro1d 
119 Euclid Avenue 
Syracuse; NY 13244-4170 
(315) 443-9420/9421 
Couple, directed by John "There are no horses oh 
Grissmer. campus," comp I a inc d 
This will be her first ap- Zyromski. 
pearance on stage at Xavier. When not working, writing 
She will play the part of Olive or trying to play bass guitar, 
Madison, the messy half of the Zyromski can probably be 
odd couple. found listening to a band 
Zyromski really had no in- somewhere around town. 
tention of taking the spotlight. "Watching good bands is 
"I was walking across the myfavoritethingintheworld. 
stage one day yelling at some~ It's total escapism- you can 
onewhenJohnGrissmerasked really get lost in them," said 
me if I was trying out. I got a Zyromski. 
copy of the script and the more Her biggest pet peeve, 
I read, the more it sounded just however, is cover bands. 
like me," said Zyromski. "Any band that just plays 
Olive Madison is a blunt, all covers is a closet lounge 
sarcastic, tongue in cheek lizard," she says. 
character- qualities Zyromski Zyromski has enjoyed 
sees in herself. working with director John 
Outside of the theater, Grissmer on the play and ex-
z)rromski is a chemical science pects grea~ things. 
major. After graduating in . She said, ''John has been 
May, she hopes to attend great to work with- he's very 
graduate school at Oregon professional." 
State, Arizona State, or the Although this is her first 
University of Kentucky and timein thespotlight,Zyromski 
study nuclear or radiation hasnomorethanaveragestage 
chemistry. fright. 
"I want to play with radia- "I've been upinfrontplenty-
tion," said Zyromski. I'm just usually plugging 
Although she has enjoyed things in," said Zyrornski. 
Can't you take a joke, it was already dead. 
11/16/92 
-A new light will be going 
up at Cohen. Due to many 
complaints about poor 
lighting around WVXU, 
Senator Angela Wong took 
it upon herself to request 
for a new light. Sylvia 
Bessegato, the acting 
Vice-President of Student 
Development, has ordered 
the new light to be in place 
before Christmas. 
-Beginning next semester, 
the Senate meeting time 
will change from 2:30 to 
3:00 on Monday after 
noons. 
-The search for a new 
Senator is going on right 
now! If interested in 
applying for the position, 
please call Benson Wright 
at 351-1~60. . · _ 
-There will be no Senate 
meeting next Monday 
(11 /23/92). Please call 
the Senate hotline (745-
4269) if you have an issue 
which Senate should 
address. Have a happy· 
Thanksgiving! 
compiled by Benson Wright, 
legislative vice-president 
A defense 
against cancer 
can be cooked up 
in your kitchen. 
There is evidence th:n 
diet and cancer arc related. 
Follow these modifications in 
your d:iilr diet to reclucc 
chances of getting cancer: 
1. E:u more high-fiber foods 
such as fruits anti yegetablcs 
ancl whole-grain ccn:als. 
2. Include dark gri:cn and 
clr:cp yellow fruits and vegeta-
bles rich in vitamins A ancl C. 
3. 'Include cabbage, broccoli, 
brussels sprouts, kohlrabi ancl 
cauliflower. 
4. Be moderate in consump-
tion of salt-cured, smoked, and 
nitrite-cured foods. 
5. Cut clown on tot:ll fat in· 
take from animal sources ~'lei 
fats :tnd oils. 
6. A\'Oid obesity. 
7. Be moderate in consump-
tion of akoholic beverages. I No one faces cancer alone. 
... AMERICAN CANCER SOCIE1Y. 
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StajfEditorial 
New core enacts cultural 
appreciation in E.P.U. -
Some people say college students live in their own 
little world. However, something can be said for those 
who attempt to change and improve that world: 
Xavier's commitment to promoting the under-
standing and appreciation of different races and cul-
tures is demonstrated in theenactmentof the E Pluribus 
Unum course. If the life we as students currently lead 
is a microcosm of the experiences we will face in the 
"real world," it is important to enrich our lives by 
exposing ourselves to as much diversity as possible. 
The E Pluribus Unum course has a lot of teaching 
potential, but it is the student's responsibility to gain 
knowledge and benefit from this source .. We ~ame to 
college to learn but true learning involves ~ore than 
books. What we learn and experience. today will 
undoubtedly affect us tomorrow. 
Take advantage of the resources this uni".'ersity 
provides. The administration at this universicy does 
not intend to only change and shape our view of the 
diversity that exists at Xavier. The cultural diversity 
prevalent at Xavier is merely a sample of what exists in 
the United States and the world. What we achieve at 
Xavier, we take with us for the rest of our lives. 
We must first learn about our differences before we 
can fully appreciate them. Take time to engage in the 
activities during M ulti:-Cultural Week. There are many 
different cultures present at Xavier and we are de-
priving ourselves by not taking time to explore them 
all. It won't take long before people discover there is 
more in the world than baseball and apple pie. 
-K.D. 
Offer solutions to.problems,not symptoms 
Vernon C. 
Murphy 
Perspectives columnist 
critical thinkers and have the courage to 
.. deal with problems, there will always be 
people waiting in the wings to capitalize 
on your inability to filter through symp-
toms and get to the root of the problems. 
The situations he describes (Affirma-
tive Action, the University of Texas sce-
nario and the Cincinnati Fire Depart-
ment) all fall under categories ofsymp-
foms. If the educational system . in 
America operated on justice, fairness, 
I had an article scheduled for this week etc.,theUniversityofTexas 
applaudingXavier'sinitialeffortsindealing situation would never oc-
with diversity by implementing the E cur. 
Pluribus Unum courses. However, I felt People would then 
compelled to respond to my fellow have equal accessto better 
columnist's article "Quotas' Injustice Dam- education at the elemen-
ages Affirmative Action~" [November 11 tary level. You can not 
Newswire] · preach· the equality game 
I was walking through the Grill last at the college level when 
Wednesday and I heard a guy reading the you.hadaninequitableand 
Newswire say, ~'yeah, you tell 'em INEXO- unethical advantage in 
RABLE FATE." The name of the column grades 1-12. 
sounded familiar, but I thought nothing If African-Americans were given 
about it. equal opportunity for employment, Af-
Later that afternoon I picked up a copy of firmative Action would not exist. Let's 
the Newswire and on page 6, BAM!, INEXO- be frank, Affirmative Action came about 
RABLE .FATE! My initial laugh quickly because white employers could not act 
turned to concern because I am sure the on their. own accord to "do the right 
views expressed in the article were shared thing." No, I am not pointing the finger, 
by many. I am speaking the truth. 
The primary probl~m I have with the In the Cincinnati Fire Department di-
articleis not the individual situations Brett]. lemma we are dealing with possible test 
Hennie describes (which are very deceptive bias, but most definitely "disparate im-
and inaccurate), but the fact the article only pact," which simply says if the employ-
deals with symptoms and ignores the prob- ers policies and practices adversely af-
lems. . feet members of the protected group, itis 
Until the American people become finer a violation of Title VII. There are the 
Get out oftbe way, I'm going up there! 
problems we must deal with. . . 
Furthermore, Brett, you have mastered very 
well the art of manipulation, propaganda and 
how to play on people's unwarranted fears by 
saying,· "to put their· lives in the hands of 
unqualified people," and "this form of dis-
crimination will cost lives as incompetent 
people ... make mistakes more qualified people 
would not." 
Please show me in the law books where it is 
required to hire unqualified people. You also 
· offend the intelligence of all 
people who read this paper by 
suggesting that a test is the only 
instrument used to measure job 
performance, especially for a 
firefighter. 
The physicality is a major part 
of the job description for a 
firefighter. Do you want a person 
who scores 90on a test but can not 
physically get the job done or a 
person whoscoresan85or80and 
is physically capable? I will take the.latter. 
One last thought, the speeches of Martin 
Luther ~ing,Jr. have been abused and used as 
self-serving devices. In a· society that is not 
functioning on his principles, it seems hypo-
critical to quote him. But since last week's 
article seeks to treat symptoms, the quote might 
apply. If you want to deal with reality, you are 
way off track. 
Oh, Thomas Sowell, the black economist 
and conservative, is probably a distant cousin 
to the honorable Judge Clarence Thomas. 
Enough said. So I will leave you with those 
immortal words: ''Yeah, you tell 'em INEXO-
RABLE FATE!" Peace. 
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Election year insight shared 
Cindy 
Markwell 
Perspectives columnist 
In reading the columns of 
XL, the pull-out section of the _ 
Newswire, before the election; I 
was struck by two things. 
One was the anger and 
frustration in a few of the col-
u·mns. · l was shocked· by the 
depth of cynicism in compar-
ing the candidates' to Satan, 
Lucifer and Beelzebub. None 
of them had plans to "stab" 
anyone in the back. 
Though I had grave con-
cerns about two of the candi-
dates, one of whom is now the 
president-elect, I.believe these 
men were running because 
they wanted to serve our 
country to the best of their . 
ability. I can think of no other 
reason why anyone would 
want the job of President of the 
United States because the hours 
are long and more money cari 
· be made as a CEO in a major 
corporation. 
I have no answers to the ter-
rible problems confronting our 
society. Being older,· I have 
seen changes and improve-
ments in our country over the 
years. 
In 1956 I saw "White" and 
"Colored" drinking fountains. 
I watched and listened to Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr. and I cried 
when he was killed. I believe 
in the equality of all 
and have seen the 
changes making it ... 
reality. 
Yes, we still have 
a long way to go, but 
we must also ac-
knowledge that 
we've come a long 
way in the last 30 years. I have 
also learned that change is a 
slow process but I see it speed-
ing up before iny eyes; 
I read in the Nov. 5 Cincin-
nati, Enquirer the House of 
Representatives has added 18 
women for a total of 47, 14 · 
African-Americans for a total 
of 38, and five Hispanics fo 
bring the total to 17. The first' 
female black senator was 
elected this year, as were the 
firstNative American and Ko-
rean-American. These results 
show change and I believe it 
- will continue. 
The problems that exist can 
only be solved by open com-
munication, cooperation, mu-
tual respect and love; not by 
anger and division. We must 
all work together to achieve 
the sense of unity and commu-
nity in our world. 
This brings me to the sec-
ond item that caught 
my eye in XL. 
I was the only 
woman columnist! 
Where are the 
women, young and 
old, black and white, 
Hispanic and Asian? 
Now is the time to 
speak out and share our ideas, 
goals and, yes, our feelings. 
The healing of all the hurts 
will have to begin somewhere; 
let it begin with our insights 
and compassion; Now is the 
tiine to get involved in prepa-
ration for your future. 
I say now because I believe 
I will see a black president, 
woman president, etc. in my 
lifetime and maybe it will be 
one of you! Peace and love to 
all and God bless America! 
ll1NCd's new Stude?t SmartC~ecks is a checking account desig.led just for. students who need the convenience 
. ofchecking privileges without the high cost that comes with most checking acco(111ts. . · 
Our Student SmartChecks Account offers: · · · · dlhco 
•A low $2.00 per month service ch~rge* and NO SERVICE CHARGE from Federal Credit Union 
June - September •NO per check fee or Tellerific® transaction fee Ul ' tz TT. 1T. 
• NO minimum balance • First order of checks is FREE • If $1,000 is kept on rre fe i0UfS, r.JSe tJS, 
· b d CINCO y· ® ' 49 Wm. Howard Taft Rd. deposit in another CINCO account, it can e use to secure a isa or Cincinnati, OH 45219-1760 
MasterCard® •If $1,000 is kept on deposit, the monthly service. charge is waived 281-9988 
A Member of The CINCO Financial Group. *This .account is subject to Money. Station'" and Plus System" transaction fees, overdraft fees and other checking related fees 
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Students learn about cultural backgrounds in Dr. Stanley Hedeen 's E Pluribus Unum class. 
Students voice opinions on 
effectiveness of diversity class 
By Jenny Torline 
The Xavier Newswire 
With the first semester of 
the new E Pluribus Unum 
course completed last . week, 
students' opinions of the 
course's value vary. 
teresting, learning about black 
history because it is some-
thing they don't usually teach· 
you. It always seems like the 
minorities get skipped [in his-
tory classes]," she said, "ff gave 
me a deeper understanding." 
Kissner's class used several 
exercises to show how we of~ 
ten do not realize the extent to 
which we falsely stereotype 
people. Oneexercisethatstood 
. qµt-in her mind involved plac-
ing labels with common ste- · 
reotypes a.bout Afrkan-
American men ori the clas5's 
teachingassistant,EmieHayes, . 
and then ripping off the 'false · 
stereotypes one by one. · . · · 
The students also differed 
for one 
AND .. 
one for 
The one semester 
honeymoon is nearly. 
over and the question. 
Is the E • remains: 
· Plutlh~~ ·unun1- class, 
J:ltaking the grade?··.•· "For.me, the class actually broke down a lOt of previous · 
misconceptions that I had 
about other cultures and I ac-
tually learned more about 
other cultures that I didn't 
know," said Amy Kissner, a 
student in the program. 
"Personally,l don't 
thittk it. was worth the 
time. I learned about 
absolutely nothitignew, 
nothing I didn't know ... " 
said D.an Nocella. 
in their views when asked ·if · · · · 
they felt suc.h a class was S · · .. 1 ·. · ,, · · . · . . • -Colleen Knecht agreed, "It 
made me more aware of 
what's going on. And there 
are prejudices and we have to 
acknowledge that and [deter-
mine] why the prejudices are 
formed." 
E Pluribus Unum is offered 
to students in a classrooG'l en-
vironment or in classroom re-
treat sessions. The retreat has 
been met with mixed reactions 
from students. 
· "The retreat was pretty in-
formative, but it got old really 
quick," Knecht said. 
"The class itself would have 
been better than a weekend 
retreat," said Dan Nocella, cit7 
ing that he felt that in such a 
short amount of time a lot of 
issues couldn't be brought up 
for discussion. 
Leslie Jakel believes that 
she developed a better under-
standing of African American 
historical leaders and their 
roles' in society through her 
retreat and classes. 
"I thought it was really in-
Other students, such as 
Nocella, disagreed. 
"Personally, ldon't think it 
was worth the time .. I learned 
about absolutely nothing new, 
nothing that I · didn't know 
was already going on in the 
country or that any half-intel-
ligent Xavier student wouldn't 
know already," said Nocella. 
Knecht, who also attended 
a retreat, agreed. "We didn't 
learn about specific cultures 
and how they relate and why. 
We just learned about com-
munication between cultures 
in general and what the barri-
ers were," she said. 
On Jakel's retreat, her class 
was split into two different 
cultural groups that formed . 
their own dialect and customs 
different from the other group. 
Some members of each group 
eventually tried to join the 
opppositegroupwithoutmuch 
success due to their differences. 
"I think this really'helped 
meunderstandcultural differ-. 
ences," Jakel said. 
n~e;:,~r;:.:· learn about . ome • earn 1rom exper•.e. nee 
. each other just by interacting. 
l think Xavier students get 
along great. I don't'think there 
are any rear barriers," said 
Knecht. · 
"I don't think Xavier is an 
extremely culturally diverse 
. college, so there aren't a whole 
lot of problems," she said; 
"It· might make people 
more aware of other people on 
campus, but· I don't think it's 
going .. to make [any real dif-
ference]," Nocella said. 
Nocella also added that he 
thought increasing the class 
size would facilitate better 
discussions with more ideas 
available for discussion. 
"At first I was kind of 
dreading it. ·.But, I actually 
looked forward to going [after 
the retreat]. I kind of wished it 
was longer," said Jakel. 
"The five weeks went really 
fast and you could just enjoy 
what was going on because it 
is a pass/ fail course/' said 
Kissner. 
Five. 
By Kathleen Earley .. 
The Xavier Newswire 
on campus and . around the 
world~ In particular he enjoyed 
having Hedeen as anjnstruc-
TheconclusionofE Pluribus tor; · · 
Unum occured last week for ''He was a really good in-
many involved. As the classes structor and made the topics 
came to an erid, students in- discussed interesting." 
volved disscussed what they Libby Padberg feltsimilarly 
learned. about the course. ~Sa woman 
Ben Dunlap; a freshman in college, she f~lt the class'· 
who was in Dr~ Stanley openedhereyest()alotofthe 
Hedeen'sclassfelttheclasswas existing inequalities between 
very .enjoyable and fun. He men and women; · 
said the class brought up good Padberg sees a need for this 
issues to discuss. class to help eliminate racism 
"It was a very enjoyable . in today's society. With the 
class," Dunlap said. information she ·received, 
As a concerned student, Padberg would like to help 
Dunlap said the class was very eliminate stereotypes. 
helpful and said it brought As the class came to an end 
much needed knowledge to last Friday, Hedeen closed by 
people. asking the students to think 
JohnDalferro, whowasalso about the title of the course- E 
in the class received an under- Pluribus Unum which is found 
standing about society and the ondollarbills. Asaneducator, 
many ethnic groups involved, Hedeen feels we area lOng way 
AccordingtoDalferro,theclass from the ideal of E Pluribus 
rnadepeopleawareofconcems . Unum. 
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Professors introduce cultural' diversity to students 
By Greg Napolitano 
The Xavier Newswire 
As the first semester under 
thenewcorecurriculumdraws 
to a close, the faculty will have 
an opportunity to examine 
what worked, whatdidn't,and 
whatneedstobechanged. One 
class that is sure to receive 
much attention is E Pluribus 
Unum. The elass, required of 
all Xavier students under the 
new core, is a study in cultural 
diversity and the issues it pre-
sents. 
In a memorandum written 
to colleague5,.the 13 instructors 
in US lOOsa~d, "Ourgoalinthe 
course is to intrlJ(f uce students 
to the opportunities that cul-
tural diversity presents, and to 
explore the issues of stereotyp-
ing, prejudice, di5crimination 
and their relation to the exercise 
of pow~rinAtriericansociety." 
All 32 ·sections of the class 
were taught by a group of in-
structors from different . de-
partments. who expreSSed jn~ 
terest in · teaching the coarse. 
The format, by ·design,· varied 
from section to section allow-
ing the instructors to choose 
the type which he or she was 
able to work most effectively 
in. 
"H was decided that having 
a number of different ap-
proaches to the class would 
provide an opportunity to see 
which are most effective," said 
Dr. Stanley Hedeen, the course 
coordinator. 
Each section met for 12 clock 
hours, equivalent to one credit 
hour, however the distribution 
of this time differed from class 
to class. Some sections met bi-
weekly for five weeks, while 
others only held one class ses-
sion, accompanied by a week-
end retreat. · 
"One of the major.questions 
we will try to answer is deter-
mining the effectiveness of the 
retreats," said Hedeen. 
Retreat sessions are held at 
Mt. St. Mary's Seminary and 
. consist oflectures,discussions, 
videos, simulations·and other 
. interactive activities. 
~'.We ho?e to create our own 
culture in the classes and reflect 
" 
on that culture," said Dr. Wil-
liam Daily. 
In Daily's section, which he 
teaches jointly with Dr. Art 
Shriberg, the use of videos was 
extremely effective. 
"We got a lot of positive in-
teraction and discussion out of 
the videos we showed. The 
Spike Lee film, " Do The Right 
Thing ," had great impact on 
the students," said Daily. 
Other sections, such as those 
"All of the section~ tried 
to touch upon as many 
areas as possible with 
the most time being 
spent on the issues that 
got the most student 
response," said Daily. 
taught by Rev. John LaRocca, 
S.J., focused more on textual 
material as a catalyst for dis-
cussion. 
Topics also varied; some 
sections stressed race relations, 
with African . American and 
Hispanic culture as a focus. 
Others spent more time deal-
ing with issues of sexism and 
discrimination due to sexual 
orientation. 
"All of the sections tried to 
touch upon as many areas as 
possible with the most time 
being spent on the issues that 
got the most student response," 
said Daily. 
Some problems inevitably 
develop out of courses of this 
·nature, many of which were 
taken into account by the fac-
ulty during thedevelopmental 
stages. Because of the fact that 
students decide upon which 
section they are going to take, 
equal representation of all 
cultural groups within the 
classes is highly improbable. 
"We discussed the possibil-
ity of assigning students to 
certain sections," said Hedeen. 
"However, because of the fact 
that some students may not be 
able to attend an assigned 
section due to conflicts with 
other classes or work sched-
ules, we decided against it." 
Other areas, such as student 
involvement in discussions 
and future class length, will be 
examined by the instructors 
during a workshop and plan-
ning session scheduled over 
Winter break. 
Of whatimportanceisaclass 
such as this, and how does it 
relate to Xavier? 
Dailysaid, "Nocoursecould 
be more representative of 
Xavier's goal to prepare stu-
dents to live and effectively 
work in a global society, and 
improve that society." 
LaRocca spoke of the im-
portance of realizing one' sown 
stereotypes and educating 
oneself about other cultures. 
"I have had students who 
had never met a Black or His-
panic person before they came 
to Xavier," said LaRocca. Per-
haps a quote written on the 
syllabus for Hedeen's section 
answers this question best. 
"EPluribus Unum has never 
had more meaning than it has 
today. Becauseweareadiverse 
community, we must exercise 
more tolerance than ever be-
fore. Toleranceforeachother's 
differences is the only way we 
can survive," Whoopi 
Goldberg, actress. 
... 
·w ••• _...,,. •·111 r"risaaur· a ·•be.. • SWL B 
·- ·~ 
The staff of the Xavier Newswire is interested in finding 
out more about E Pluribus Unum. If'you attended or 
taught the class this fall or plan to attend in the spring, 
think about coming to the Publications House to tell us 
what you think. Be in the know ... and let us in too. 
HI! MY NAME'S DAN! I PARK JETS! 
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Magnificent seven lead XU into MCC championships 
By Pete MacArthur 
The Xavier Newswire 
can them the magnificent 
seven. There are only seven 
healthy volleyball players. 
These seven women are actu-
ally playing for eleven, who 
had practiced hard since be-
fore school started. Thatleaves 
XU. with only one sub for the 
MCC championships in Pitts-
burgh this weekend. 
Four players have suffered 
season-ending injuries, in-
cluding two tri-captains, Mary 
Nock and Andi Van Winkle. 
However, the spikers were 
abletocomeupwi~h three con-
vincing wins last .week. 
.. ''We're coming out surpris-
ingpeopleevery timeweplay;'' 
said sophomore outside hitter 
Kim King. 
The XU women beat cross-
ri ver rival Northern Kentucky 
in four games. Junior middle 
blocker Gwen Zang led the 
offense with 19 kills, while 
King knocked down 14. 
Healthy tri-captain Jennifer 
Nunn ran the Muskie offense 
with 44 assists. 
· Xavier is the city champion 
in volleyball this year, as they 
beat both UC Bearcatsand now 
the NKU Norse.· 
"They've really come 
through for us," said Nock, 
now cheering from the side-
lines. 
X traveled to Morehead 
State and came home with their 
second win last week. Both 
King and Zang led the attack 
with 11 and 10 kills apiece. 
Defensively, · sophomore 
middle blocker Missy Hathorn 
led the X with four blocks. 
·XU ended the last home 
.gamewithaconvincingwin in 
three games against Eastern 
Kentucky. Zang and freshman 
middle blocker Darlene · 
Eismann slammed EKU with 
ten and nine kills respectively. 
King and. Hathorn stopped 
EKU with four and five blocks 
each. 
Head coach Floyd Deaton 
said, ''The victories were.nice. 
We're a better team when the 
ladies play hard and play to-
gether. We have eleven lead" 
ers, not six." 
The womeri finished the 
regular season 22-11 and 3-4 in 
the MCC. They received the 
fifth seed in the MCC touma..: 
ment and face the Dayton Fly-
ers for the fourth time this sea- ' 
son. 
Dayton .has beaten XU. all 
three times this seas0n, but x 
might have· something. to say 
about this fourth and final 
meeting. 
The XU women have had a 
excellent. season, considering . 
all the injuries;, . . . 
Ending the season with an ... 
MCC tournament champion-
ship would give the Xavier 
program some much needed 
exposure and respect. 
If last week was any indi-
cation of how well the women 
•can do, if they play together, 
XU will tum a few heads this 
weekend.· 
Phot.o by Holly Brooks 
Jill Perfy (#8) spikes one home against EastemKentudcy 
XU signs four.recruits to ad.ddepth for future cla~ses 
. , .. ~ . , . . 
By Emmett Prosser 
The Xavier Newswire 
With six seniors on the roster this 
season, the Xavier Men's basketball 
team will have some holes to fill at the 
end of the season. 
Help came early last week, as four 
·.players corrimitted to X fo: play next 
·year .. Four. letters of intent have been 
signed but one has not arrived on 
campus. It is expected to reach Xavier 
soon. 
Pete Sears, a ~5, 18(}.pound swing. 
man formerly of Villa Angela St. 
Joseph's high in Oeveland Ohio, has 
signed to play for Head Coach P~te 
Gillen next year. Sears averaged 10 
points, six rebounds and three assists 
last season at Hutchinson Community 
College last season. In his opening 
three contests this year, Sears has aver-
aged 15.3pointsand 10.3reboundsper 
game. 
"He is a tremendous athlete," said 
Gillen. "He is an excellent defensive 
player who can guard either a 6-8 for-
ward or a 6-2 guard." 
Sears chose Xavier over Dayton and 
Toledo. 
~2 guard Ken Harvey of St Rita~s 
. high in Chicago has also signed to play 
for the Muskies next year. He has been 
listed by the Chicago Suri-Tinies'as one 
of the top eight prospects in the Chi-
cago area. Harvey can playeither g\lard 
position. He averaged 14.5 points, 3.5 
assists and three steals per contest last 
year as a junior. He led his conference 
in free throw shooting percentage at 83 
per cent. . 
"His strength is his versatility," said 
St. Rita coach Jim Prunty. "He's good 
at creating opportunities for himself." 
HarveychoseXavierover Iowa State, 
· Marquette, Dayton and Northern Illi-
nois. · · 
6-6 forward Andre Smith also inked 
his name on a letter of in tent and sent it 
to X(J. Smith averaged 17 points and 
7.5 rebounds a game last season at 
Akron Firestone High School. He was 
named to First Team All-city by the and 7.8 assists .. Anderson led his team 
Akron Beacon Journal. ·· to .. the Class A State championship last 
"His a great shooter with extremely year. . .. . . . . . . 
deep range," said. Gillen .. I/He will . High school C()ach Pat Leckie told 
benefit from our open court style' of , . the Cincinnati Post . that Andersoi:t 
play." · . ·. ·. . ,·,; signed his~ett~rofintellt,to_play.fort~e 
Smith also considered. Bo-wling Musketeers, but the Jetter has,yefto 
Green, Boston ·college, Marq~ette, arriveat theUniversity:Xavierh,a,~one 
.Cleveland. State arid Wisconsin, before more scholarship available to this year's 
choosing Xavier. . . . . . class. Ex~t itto be somrone big .. X 
Anotherplayerwhohassigned with. has yet toland any centers:.. . ... 
X is Sherwin · · · ·· · ·~ ·'' 
Anderson. He 
.. ,-;·,,, 
%!k;~~F~~ INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN SRO RTS? .• 
moves. 
Anderson 
is from Bishop 
Loughlin 
High in 
·Brooklyn, 
New York. 
He averaged 
9.6.points per 
game last year 
· ·The X.U. Atheletic .Dept. is looking for 2 stu- . 
dent interns to assist Groµp ~ale~ efforts for 
II\en's basketball. This .is· a goq<:Lway to gain 
valuable experience needed for the·competitive 
sports mar~et place .. Serious candi.dates should · 
call 74$-3592 for an interview. 
Because I have aJiquor license. 
Local musician helps 
. AIDS children everywhere 
By Sara Hayes 
TheXavier Newswire 
Perhaps the:Saddest victims 
in the AIDS crisis are the chil-
dren,oneof the fastest growing 
segments· of our population 
becoming infected (along 
wanted to produce a benefit to 
help raise money and aware-
ness of this ever-growing epi-
demic. Burke's many connec-
tions from being in the band 
The Edge (from the days of the 
JockeyClub) helped him to pull 
the benefit together, deciding 
Afghan Wigs and many others 
were of the first to be selected. 
However, touring schedules 
and, in Sleep Theatre's case, a 
broken guitarist's arm, pre-
vented them from participat-
ing. The bill for the night still 
remains an outstanding one. 
The bands per-
with college age women). 
What is even more 
. poignant about children 
suffering from Aids or 
those who are HIV posi-
tive is the fact .that they . 
"That show [about children dying 
of AIDS,] just ripped 
forming include: Bu 
Bu Klan, Touch Eye, 
Her Sacred Order (also 
known as Ora de! 
Nume), Croatan, and 
headliner Sand. 
are utterly defenseless in 
trying to protect them-
selves from this disease. 
my heart out." 
Jim Burke 
coordinator of FA.C.E. 
benefit. 
Jim Burke is one man who thataconcertwouldbehisbest 
felt that this heart.~wrenching mode of getting people inter-
problE!m was being ignored far ested and involved. 
. to o'f~en. Afterviewingalocal - Burke contacted sev·erallo-
news production· on children cal bands arid concert halls; all 
1":suffenrig .. from1.AIDS, Burke''' .. of",Yhom'"".ere,eager to·h'elp·. 
decided to get involved " ... out Casablanca Productions as-
of wholebig~heartedness. That sisted, offering the use of 
showjustripped my heart out." Bogart's on a weekend night. 
Burk.e decided that he. The bands. Sleep Theatre, 
The benefit is on 
Friday, Nov. 20 at 
Bogart's. Tickets are 
$8.00 and the doors open at 
7:00p.m. 
Help those who need it the 
most, the children of the fu-
ture. Prqceeds go to 
F.A.C.E. (For AIDS Children 
Everywhere) and their parent 
organization, Children's Hos-
pital. 
'Malcotn X' potent, not preachy 
By Sara Hayes 
The Xavier Newswire 
For those of you still not in 
the fashion-know, those "X's" 
that you've been sporting on 
hats, necklaces, and other ac-
cessories do not mean Xavier 
University or "X marks the 
spot/' To find out the true 
significance of this trend, check 
out Spike Lee's newest and 
greatest release, the epic film 
"Malcolm X." '' 
MOVIE REVIEW 
Director Spike Lee has truly 
outdone himself with his latest 
filrri. From the . opening se-
quence of the home videotape 
of the beating of Rodney King 
overlaid with an audio track of 
a speech by Malcolm X, to the 
closing sequence of actual 
footage ·and news clips of X, 
Lee presents a true-to-life ac-
count of thechallengesX faced 
throughout his life. 
\ :.-:::;.::::+::::::; :::-: · ·: ·. ·:::.::·::::.::: .. ::. : · · · :·): ;. · ··· .. :;::: · : · · : .-·:-::: .... : · · ·:. . .: . ..-:·;-::;.::::::-:: :::=::::::= ::::.=: ·}>/}~ t::r::::. ~=::t: :::·:=·:=·: :::·:(: 
:: ::.21~ilsgfiJi~:~::£gmm£iJI~~~ < .:.1: <=u .,=ii.!!!i:11 . ..- · '!' 
Beginning with X's years as 
a hustler, Lee chronicles the 
history of X, basically relaying 
the evolution of a man and his 
philosophy. 
·Lee's breakthrough is that 
this film is not preaching about 
X (especially his initial teach-
ings of total separation of the 
blackand whiteraces). Instead, 
-Malcom X 
cont. page 10 
.. Baby, that's my arm. 
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Local restaurant adds a night club 
Dancing at The Diner 
By Pamela Leahigh 
The Xavier Newswire 
Finally Sunday night offers an alternative to an interest-
ingmealin the cafeteria and homework. A better combination 
is offered by The Diner on Sycamore. Each Sunday, this 
restaurant transforms itself into a bouncing new club with 
the latest in rave and techno music. 
The idea was started by Marquis Hibbett, a manager at the 
restaurant. He wanted an alternative to the dance clubs that 
already existed, not a clone of all of the other clubs in the area. 
The restaurant is kept open during the dance club hours on 
Sunday night. If you want a break from the action, you can 
go grab a bite to eat or cool off with a drink from the bar. 
The idea of combining the diner car side of the restaurant 
with a dance club hasn't been done in Cincinnati before. 
Hibbitt describes it as an "East-Coastish" sort of club be-
cause there most clubs have this combination dance club, bar 
and restaurant. 
Laura Tomlinson, assistant manager and bartender of 
The Diner said, "It's picking up on Sunday nights since 
we've Started the club. It's exposing us to a lot of new faces, 
and brought many old regulars back to the bar. It's a lot of 
fun." 
· Since the club is also a bar, it is only for the 21 and older 
crowd. The expanded baroffers mixed drink.sat happy hour 
prices. Beers are also reduced and can be ordered from tap 
or bottle. Test tube shots are for sale with three different 
liquors to choose from, with the selection varying from week 
to week. · 
The Diner stays open until 2:30 a~m., so people can con-
tinue their fun after the other clubs are closed. On Nov. 22, 
there will be a bar and restaurant night, where those who 
work in the industry will begi ven a discount on all their food 
and drinks. On Nov. 29, a Hair show will show off the 
ultimate in crazy cuts. 
The club half has been open since September and the 
audience is pleased. The crowd packs it in to hear the new 
extremes in rave, techno and rap. Remixed hits from the 
sixties and seventies are given a hip-hop rhythm and new life 
on the dance floor. 
The d.j., Victor Shull, has worked at many other clubs, 
including NRG and Our Club, and is currently working at 
The Diner and 1470 West, so he knows what today's dancers 
want to hear. · 
The club is on the look out for bands to play, but says they 
haven't found the right one. They want an act that will 
represent the kind of music that is currently playing there. 
The menu from The Diner offers a wide selection of meals 
described as ''Eclectic American." Prices are reasonable with 
entrees ranging form $8.00 to $10.00. Salads and sandwiches 
add to this array of choices. Since the menu is the same all 
day, breakfast can be ordered at any time. The Crab Chili and 
the Fried Snapper come highly recommended. 
The Diner Club opens at 10 p.m., and closes at 2:30 a.m. 
Regular hours of the restaurant are: Mon - Thurs. 11 :30 - 12 
a.m., Friday and Saturday 11:30-1 a.m. The bar is open later. 
For more information, you can call the restaurant at 721-
1212. . . 
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MalcomX 
cont from p. 9 
Lee presents the trials of X, 
struggling to overcome the 
limitations placed upon him 
because of his race and trying 
to find his place in the Civil 
Rights Movement. X moves 
from an ideology of "the only 
thing I like integrated is my 
coffee" to "throwing off the 
shackles of mental and cultural 
collusion, and gaining a new 
view of the races." 
This is a movie that edu-
cates without preaching. Ra-
cial problems did not miracu-
louslyend in the'60s,andSpike 
Leepoignantlyprovesthis. No 
one should feel intimidated to 
seethisfilm. Itisamoviemade 
to teach not only those who are 
black. The entire human race 
as well can learn from 
"Malcolm X". 
~ome of t~e Stu~i~est Colle~e Courses in America ~t.111 
Yo11 don't have to leave America on some fra11d11lent foreign program to either eat chevre or take 
ridiculous co11rses. Listed below are some actual co11rses yo11 can take fo1· Cl'edit from act11al 
limerican universities. So pop open a Grolsch, pick your schedule for the fall semestei: and have that 
worthless junior-yem·-abroad expei·ience witho11t waiting in a long line to renew your passport. 
Puppetry "Play production for the puppet 
stage." University of Connecticut 
The Threat of Nuclear War-Looking for 
Creative Responses "The topic will be 
examined from a wide range of perspectives, 
including factors generally in the forefront of 
attention to nuclear arms and war, as well as 
underlying dimensions of human existence that 
bear upon them .... " Brown University 
What I Want. What I Can. " ... How 
individ1,als adapt to forces-social, political 
and rf ,igious pressures for conformity, 
dem<"1ds from loved ones-that compel them 
to a'ter their expectations." Barnard College 
Psychology of Close Relationships " ... The 
course will emphasize processes of 
understanding, feeling, and communication in 
love relationships and friendships .... " Oberlin 
College 
Intimacy: How to Experience It and How to 
Cope With Its Absence " ... Sometimes 
relationships end and it's hard to trust one's 
self or another again." Jona College 
Seminar on States of Consciousness "A 
consideration of conditions giving rise to 
disruptions of awareness .... " Vassar College 
Religion and the Paranormal " ... The course 
attempts to acquaint the student with the 
discoveries the science of psychical research 
or parapsychology has made in the area of 
ESP-telepathy, clairvoyance, and 
precognition, PK-psychokinesis .... " St. 
Bonaventure University 
Toward a Socialist America: Approaches to 
Radical Change in Society "A collectively 
taught and student-organized course, TSA 
confronts the traditional character of teacher-
student relations by rotating teaching 
responsibilities. The course challenges that 
hierarchy, oppression and exploitation in 
modern American culture with a variety of 
critical analyses and alternative 
proposals .... Projects have included guerrilla 
theatre, community organizing and campus 
activism." Wesleyan University 
THERE'S GOING TO;BE A BIG PARTY AND WE DON'TKNOWWHERE IT'S 
. ' ., 
GOING TO BE OR EXACTLY WHEN THEY'RE GOING TO HAVE IT, OR 
EVEN WHO THEY ARE. BUT, WE KNOW IT'S GOING TO BE BIG. THE 
PARTY IS CALLED THE HOUSE OF EUPHORIA AND MOBY WILL BE 
PERFORMING THERE, WITH D.J. DAISY SPINNING RECORDS. THIS 
RAVE PARTY IS THE SECOND OF IT'S KIND. THIS UNDERGROUND 
SOIREE .WILL BE HELD IN CINCINNATI AT AN UNDISCLOSED 
LOCATION ON NOV 20. TO FIND OUT WHERE AND WHEN, CALL 860-
6039, THE DAY OF THE PARTY. TELL THEM WE SENT YOU. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
:sTUDY ABROAD FAIR: 
INFORMATION TABLE 
DINING HALL LOBBY 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 4:30 - 6:30 
AND 
• OUTSIDE THE.GRILLE 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 11 :00 -
1 :00 
FIND OUT ABOUT AUSTRIA, BRAZIL, 
FRANCE, MEXICO, SPAIN AND OTHERS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• BANDS• SONGWRITERS •SINGERS 
MUSICIANS • RAPPERS 
LOOKING TO CONNECT LOCAL TALENT 
wrm RECORD COMPANIES, AGENTS, 
PRODUCERS, NATIONWIDE. 
INFO: 216-481-6649 
TOP FLIGHT PRODUCTION·& MARKETING CO. 
BOX 287 25931 EUCLID A VE., EUCLID; OHIO 44·132 
Looked so good,lthought I'd eat it myself. 
Bare walls still? 
Diversions has mini 
posters for the taking 
from the films: Childs 
Ploy 2, The People 
Under the Stairs, Mr. 
Baseball. and Cope 
Fear. To-rummage 
through the selection, 
call X3832 and ask 
for Molly 
I'~ 
COME HOME 
FORTHE 
HOLIDAYS 
There's no place like home.tor 
the holidays! But tor those 
who are not able to get home 
let ·Arthur's be your retreat. 
Your home .away tram hpme. 
We're open regular hours·, 
. throughout the holida'( season . 
. Special hours Thanksgiving Day 
and Chrlslmas.Day: 6 p.m .• 2 a.m. 
Closed all New Year's Day 
to be with family. 
.. 
Bar • Restauran1 • Garden 
3516 Edwards Rd. 
Hyde Park Square 
871·5543 
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International students flock to U.S. campuses 
· By David Canty and 
Anne Martin 
The Xavier Newswire 
For example, most Euro- selves into the number one 
pean and Asian universities economy and democracy in the 
have elitist programs directed world," he said. 
at a few, leaving the majority In 1990-1991, the Institute 
of eligible students out of of International Education re-
academia. Another reason for- ported that there were 407,529 
An American education is eign students come to the international students attend-
highly regarded as a presti- United States is the need to ing American college cam-
giouscommodity in agrowing escape strict political govern- puses, a 5.3 percent increase 
global economy. ments and ut1rest. from the previous year. 
The April 13,1992 issue of Dr. Paul Simon, of Xavier's A major reason for the 
Time reported that interna- admissions department agrees. growth of foreign students on 
tional students jump at the "International students come campus is the active role uni-
chancetostudyabroadbecause here to get a good educ~tion, versities play in recruiting. 
of political and social reasons.. learn English, and plug them- Colleges typically recruit for 
w·-.• ---. --~--fuIER'SGLOl!ALYlLLAGE ._. -·-.. 
· International students anending Xavier University represent 42 foreign countries. 
They arc: 
Argentina lndoneLl!ia p~ 
Aw;tralia L'lfae.1 · Peru 
B.1hamas Japan . . . •· p~ · · 
. · OUN. l'eople5' ~~ · ·• · · Jordan S.Udl Arabi. . 
. Colombia Korea ·· . South Atrial 
Denm"11c Kuwait S~ ~kan R.,;ubllc · l...!banon ·•·· · Syria 
_ '.'~1it~~0,J,:t•':r1~fJ~,,~j;;;,~~'~¥,;ezt,if-.-:,;~~s''"ul~~ 
-··--·-···- ···-· -·. ~~-···-·----.----·-~·--- .. ··-···-:-·----~-·-·-· ·-----~-~. 
Organization helps 
students feel at home 
By Amy Helmes 
The Xavier Newswire 
If you think it is a long way 
from your home to Xavier, 
imagine coming from as far 
away as South America,Japan 
or other parts of the world. 
Adjusting to a new city and 
school can be hard enough, but 
international sutdents must 
also face the culture shock of 
living in a new country. 
Approximately 160 interna-
tional students representing 
over40countriesattend Xavier 
this year. While many look at 
coming to America as a real 
adventure, differences in lan-
guage, tastes and culture· in 
general can often p0se prob-
lems. 
The International Student 
Society, located in the Romero 
Center, serves ·a dual role in 
thatit helpsstudentsmakethe 
transition to life herein Cincin-
nati while giving all Xavier 
students a chance to experi-
ence thediversityof culturesat 
Xavier. 
This unique organizaion 
creates activities of interest for 
international students by let-
ting them experience Ameri-
can culture while also giving 
them an opportunity to inter-
act with other American and 
foriegn students. 
Events such as the cooking 
lessons held every other 
Thursday at The Romero 
Center let· students show off 
their culinary expertise by 
preparing native dishes for all 
to sample. 
Equally pleasing to the pal-
ate will be the International 
Dinner Thursday evening· in 
the Schott Building. This buf-
fet of international cuisine is 
. open to any interested student. 
Anotherupcomingevent for 
the ISSis thefirst annual holi-
day dinner dance, to be held 
on December 4. 
Junior Elena Stadthagen, 
from Nicaragua, is president 
of the International Student 
Society. She stresses that it is 
an organization for all students 
to enjoy.· 
"It;s not just for interna-
tional students," she said. "We 
have American. students in-
volved as well." 
Stadthagen would like to 
see more integration and in-
teraction between interna-
tional and American students. 
She also hopes people will 
realize that international stu-
. dents are just as important to 
this campus as "normal sh1-
dents." 
"What do people mean by 
normal students?" she asked. 
"International students are 
just as normal as everyone 
else!" 
Members of ISS hope that 
through participation in the 
organization's . activities, 
Xavier students will come to 
recognize and· respect the di-
versity of culture on campus. 
three main reasons. 
Since many foreign stud en ts 
receive financial backing from 
sources within their countries, 
administrators see them as bet-
ter able to afford higher ed uca-
tion. 
Also, these students boost 
overall enrollment at a time 
whenthenumberofhighschool 
graduates going to college is 
decling. 
Lastly; colleges look to im-
prove diversity and culture. 
Schools try to add a global per-
spective to stimulate the ex-
change of cultural ideas. 
The reasons Xavier recruits 
international students are 
similar. According to Simon, 
the reasons Xavier recruits in-
ternational students include 
diversifying the campus and 
adding a cultural point of view. 
''We try to give students an 
expanded opportunity to be 
Oh God! Not another Jesuit. 
with students of other cul-
tures," he said. 
In order to recruit these 
students, university repre-
sentatives visit high schools, 
banks, and ·companies in ar-
eas such as Puerto Rico, the 
Caribbean and Asia. 
Also, since other cultures 
are often family oriented, 
word of mouth often plays a 
role in recruiting. 
"Students are often en-
couraged to attend Xavier 
because a family member or 
close friend has," said Simon. 
Currently Xavier has 160 
international students and 
Simon feels this is an asset to 
the university. 
"Personally I think it is 
wonderful that we have so 
many international students. 
It is a broadening, special and 
exotic experience for all in-
volved." 
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cont. 
NOVEMBER 21 
18 • SAC present the Zionites at.reggae Night in the Grill at 8 p.m. • 6:15 and 10:10 p.m., The Living End will be shown at The 
Real Movies downtown. 22 
• The Odd Couple opens in the Theatre at 8 p.m. 
19 • Caddy Shack and Space Balls will be shown by SAC in Kelley Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Admission will be $1. • Swa and Throneberry at Sudsys in Clifton. Show starts 
about 10 p.m. with a cover charge of $3. 
20 
• F.A.C.E. (for AIDS Children Everywhere) Benefit at 
Bogarts. Doors open at 7:30 p.m., tickets are $8. Performing 
will be Ora del Nume, Bu Bu Klan, Sand, Touch Eye and 
Croatan. 
23 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE 
Very spacious, Washer and 
dryer, off-street parking, 
walking· distance to campus. 
751-3770 or 621-7588. Avail-
able Jan. 1 
2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT 
Wa.Jk to campus, laundry, heat 
paid.AvailableJan. 1,621-7588 
or 751-3770. 
EARN $35 FAST 
· If you are an undergraduate 
student and have thought 
about a career in education, 
you can earn up to $35 for an-
swering some basic skills 
questions on the computer. Call 
513-671- 8885 for more infor-
mation. 
SPRING BREAKERS !! 
Promote our Florida Spring 
Break packages. Earn 
MONEY and FREE trips. 
Organize SMALL or LARGE 
groups. Call Campus Mar-
keting.· 1-800423-5264. 
TYPING SERVICES 
Resumes, Book Reports and 
Papers. 528-3991 
HOLIDAY EMPLOY-
MENT 
Interested in picking up a 
few bucks over the holidays? 
Direct Graphics in Sidney, 
Ohio is rurrently signing up 
students to work in our 
mailing operation during 
the month of December. Po-
sitions are available on all 
shifts at our plant just north 
of Dayton, Ohio. If inter-
ested, please write to or call 
Jeff Raible at Direct Graph-
ics Inc, Box 4009, Sidney, 
Ohio 45365; 1.:500- 848~4406 
G R E E I< S & CL U B S 
RAISE A COOL 
•1000 
IN JUsT ONE WEEKI 
PLUS $1~ FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALI.SI 
No obligation. No cost: 
You lllo get a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
· judir cal1lna . 
1.-932.o521, Eld. 65 
Scholarship.s 
Available 
Call 
1-800-423-5515 
For a recor.ded message 
giving details 
Shumate & Associates 
STUDENTS-NEED 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
Private scholarship sourses 
available. Money-back 
guarantee. Call 860-:6068. 
• The Spike Lee film festival opens at The Real Movies 
downtown. The films "Joe's Bedside Barbershop," "She's 
Gotta Have It," and "School Daze," will be shown through-
out the week. At midnight, "The Yea·r that Punk Broke" 
will be shown. 
• The Odd Couple will be performed in the Theatre by an 
all female cast at 8 p.m. . 
• Khary Turner's band Freaky Nature will play the 
Down Under from 10:30p.m.- 1 a.m. Admission is $1. 
• From 2 - 5p.m. in the 019 Room will be rehearsal for the 
fashion show. · 
• The Odd Couple continues in the Theatre with an 8p.m. 
performance. 
• SAC will sponsor a· showing of the films Caddy Shack 
and Space balls in Kelley Auditorium at 2 p.m. Admission 
is $1. 
• From 2 - 5p.m in the OKI Room will be a reh.earsal for 
the fashion show. 
• Megadeath and The Suicidal Tendencies will perform at 
The Gardens at 7:30 p.m. 
• The Odd Couple continues, with a 2 p.m; matinee in the 
Theatre. 
• 10:30 a.m. a meeting of The Recovery Support Group at 
The Health and Counceling Center. Call Sophia for more 
information. · 
• Purple Martin will perform at Sudsys. 
• 5520 will perform at Sudsys with Tempest. 
INFERTILE COUPLE NEEDS yOUR HELP .. 
HEALTHY WOMEN AGFS 21-35 ARE NEDED To OONATE EGGS FOR 
AN INFERTILE COUPLE .. 
ALL DONORS REMAIN ANONYMOUS. STRICT CONFIDENTIALITY. 
GENEROUS COMPENSATION PROVIDED. 
THIS WOULD BE A PRICELESS GIFT FOR US • YOUR EFFORTS CAN 
HELP US FINALLY HAVE A FAMILY. 
- PLEASE WRITE: 
DEPT. KA 2123 AUBURN AVE. 
SUITE 044, CINCINNATI, OHI045219 
INFERTILE COUPLE ASKING THE HELP.OF HEALTHY 
FEMALES AGE 21-30 FOR DONOR EGGS. IF YOU ARE 
LIGHT TO DARK BLONDE, MEDIUM BUILD; AVG. TO 
TALL HEIGHT, H.AVE REGULAR MENSTRUAL.CYCLES 
AND ARE FREE OF. SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES, 
PLEASE RESPOND:· SEND NAME, ADDRESS, FERTILITY 
HISTORY TO: IVF DIRECTOR 
DEPT. SK 
ELEANOR PLACE 
CINCINNATI, OH1045219 
NOMINAL CO~PENSATION GRANTED 
The NCAA tournament is 
on the wish list of Xavier's 
Men's and Women's basket-
ball teams. Turn the page to 
read how the players and 
coaches think they can get an 
invitation to the big dance. 
College basketball starts to-
night and Prosser and the 
Possewillfill you in on what 
wethinkofXavier, theMCC 
and the NCAA. Buckle up. 
·photo courtesy of Xavier Sports lnfonnation 
Star senior Jamie Gladden and the Xavier Musketeers want to go back to the NCAA tournament. 
THE 
XNi\Ysl ~ER 
Annual Basketball Supplement . 
, .. · 
.- .. 
By Emmett Prosser 
The Xavier Newswire 
Are you ready to watch the 
Xavier Musketeers battle for the 
MCCchampionshipthisscason? 
Jamie Gladden is. 
"We have the deepest team 
we've ever had since I've been 
here," said Gladden. "That in-
cludes the team we had when I 
was a freshman and we went to 
the sweet 16." 
Pretty strong words, but 
Gladden is not joking. Every 
starter is back from last year's 
squad that finished second in 
the MCC last season. The 
Musketeers, who went through 
some growing pains last se<lson, . 
have their most experienced 
squad in a long time. Six seniors 
and four juniors are on the team. 
Head Coach Pete Gillen said last 
year how young his team was. 
This year, Xis anything but that Photo by Greg Rust 
with only one freshman on the 
team. If Xavier is tobesuccessful this season, sophomore Mike Hawkins will have 
Gladden, a first tea in All- . to provide leadership at the point guard position. 
MCC guard who averaged al-
most 20 points per game last Aaron Williams and junior Brian screens you will see at any level 
year will return to anchor the Grant were named to the pre- of play. 
Muskie offense for his senior season all-MCC team by the Sophomore DeWaun Rose 
season. Th.e big qu~tion in the coaches,thisyear. Grant finished should help .the Muskies when 
backcourtiswillMikeHawkins· · second in the league fa re-. they decide to play.a pressing 
and Steve Gentry . take some bounding last season. Williams,. type game. Rose is 6-8, aggres-
PressureoffG!~dd~n)?yn,11;lni1:'g '·"~~p, s~me", :~~, <:!pniina~e. ,in,,, sive a!'~ _V<?C':l~ ~~e~hing t.~e 
the offense with more cons1s- some games and·notshow·up Muskieswerenussmglastyear. 
tency? Gentry and Hawkins for others is expected to have a · Sophomore Larry Sykes 
didn't~oa bad jo~~~~~y~a,r,~ut monst~r year, according to should see more pro?uctive 
opposmgdefensesreallykeyed Gladden. ·minutes under the basket, and 
on Gladden. II Aaron proved this year Mark Poynter and Eric Knop 
''It was an unfair situation to wheri he went to Europe that he should help from the tres stripe. 
ask them to do what they did," can be a dominant force in the 'We're going to be able to go 
said Gillen. "The point guard is middle," said Gladden. ''This to the bench and· there will not 
liketheq~arterbackinfootball." yearteamsthatdecidetokeyon be much of a drop·off," said 
· · Hawkinsshouldbeready. He me will get hurt, because we Gladden 
: showedflashesofbrilliancelast will have· the outside working TheMuskieswere14-1 when 
·year, including a 23 point per- and the inside game working." they held teams under 75 points 
formanceagainstCincinnati. He Willia ins finished fourth in last year. That is why Gillen has 
~hould look fo~ the. peri~eter. the conference in scoring last chosen toconcentrateondefense 
JUmperfora while. Gillen thmks year (13.9), fourth in rebound- a little more in practice. 
he and his other guards can hit ing (8.0) third in blocked shots ·· 'We· Want to pre5s more," 
it. (2.1) and third in field goal per- said Gillen. ·"We want to be 
"Our outside shooting has centage (585). · moreconsistentondefense. Our 
improved," said Gillen. ''They · Tyrice Walker will play the · halfcourt and interior. defense 
worked hard in the off ~ason." small forward spot. Walker was werenotasconsistent as we had 
Joe Rey and Ch~is Mack votedthemostimprovedplayer . hoped theywouldbelastyear." 
should help the outside game. on the team. Walker is the best Afterfinishirig1S.:.131astyear, 
~ack,a great shooter at Evans- leaper on the team, and if his the Muski(!S are hungry to get 
vdle~everhasbeenabletoshow outside shooting has improved, back to the level that saw them 
off his· game at X because of he will pose some problems for get to six straight MCC touma-
injuries. Injuries will keep him teams. . mentsbeforelastyear'sabsence. 
out of the line-up until at least If problems do arise with the "Everyone is more focused,'' 
January. starting five, X has a bench that said Gillen . ''There is a sense of 
Rey averaged almost 25 · should be able to come in and · urgency to start the season 
points per game in high schoOI · stop the bleeding. . What does X's senior star 
and has what Gillen calls a ' Besides Rey and Mack jun- · .•want to accomplish .before he 
"scorer's mentality." He can iorErikEdwardsshould~able leaves?. 
playeithertheoneguardortwo ·to provide s0me offense on the ·.. . '!I want to· help Xavier be-
guard. . . outside. Something rare for a come the best team in Xavier's 
. The goal is obviously to get guy who is 6-8. history," said Gladden. 'We 
back to the NCAA tournament. Senior Dwayne "the chief' have the talent; we have the po-
, If the Muskies ':'a~t tog~ to the . Wilson i~ an immovable object tential to go .past the sweet six-
,,.,,,,,.,,,, ,,,,,_, .,.;;.,,.,,,, .... ,... show, the play ms1de wdl have once he .1s planted in the lane. teen this year." 
...... -.-.===========~===~~~~~~::J to be more consistent.· Senior · Wilsonsetssomeofthemeanest Are you ready?· 
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Photos by Greg Rust 
Gladden (#22) goes up, Williams (#44) slams it home, and Walker #34)finishes it off, as head coach Pete Gillen reminds them to keep their heads in the game. 
XU schedule: few wpcakes 1992-93 Men's Basketball Schedule 
South Aorida and MCC rival Butler 
DATE 
By Pete MacArthur 
The Xavier Newswire Bulldogs come to the Gardens looking M N 23 on., ov. 
for an upset. . Sat. Nov. 28 
Once again the Xavier Musketeers Xavier travels to the confine~ of Rob- . ' . 
. men's:.b~ske.t~ll.team,has. 25 diffiet!lt ··: .. er:t~ St~~i~m-~o; fa,c~.t~e fciyp,~t<U~1~,C .. , , Tues.; l)ec; 1 
games. Xavier plays ten teams this year champs EvansVIlle Aces. . · Mon., Dec. 7 
who played post-season ball last year, . Mark Jan. ~7 on y~ur calendar as the Wed., Dec. 9 
including seven who were part of the 64 biggest gamem theTn-Statecomes to the Sat., Dec .. 12 
-team NCAA championship. Shoemaker Center: the Crosstown Fri. Dec. 18 . 
''This is our toughest schedule since Shootout pits Xavier against the Cincin- Fri.' Dec. 18 
we began at Xavier," said· head coach nati Bearcats. Su~. Dec. 20 
Pete Gillen. This game is very important not only Wed. Dec. 30 
Xavier starts their regular season for bragging rights, but this game is a ' 
against Huntington College. The marking.stickofhowwelleachprogram Mon.,Jan.4 
Muskies' first road test will be the Ball is doing so far in the season. Sat J 9 
., an. 
State Cardinals~ who played in the NIT "I think these kids can handle this Mon., Jan. 11 
last season, loSing in the first round. type of schedule," said Gillen. Sat., Jan. 16 
The team facesKentStateand mythical The men travel tip to Chicago to face Tues., Jan. 19 
Miami Valley Conference foe Miami the Loyola Ramblers. Thurs., Jan. 21 
University at the Gardens. The Muskies come home ·for four Sat.; Jan. 23 
TheRedskinslosttoNorthCarolinain games to face MCC members La Salle, Wed J 27 
., an. 
the first round NCAA's. Duquesne, Dayton, and Evansville. These Sat J 30 
., an. 
X will add international spice to their four.games are very important for XU 
schedule when they play in the Daiwa this season, because a sweep of these 
Basketball Tournament in Tokyo, Japan. games could insure a championshiR sea-
In Japan, Xavier will face Delaware, son for the Muskies. 
who lostto UC in the NCAA tournament Gillen said, "Duquesne is really 
last season, a team made up of Japanese building up; they're really taking off like 
All-Stars, and Rice Owls, who are com- a space shuttle." · 
ing off a 20 win season. Butler hosts Xavier and hopes to 
After returning to the USA, X hosts avenge a 98-75 loss to the Muskies last 
the Wichita State Shockers and '92 NIT year. 
runner-up Notre Dame. .. Then the men of blue and white host 
MCC conference play begins when Loyola and sleepers Detroit Mercy. 
Xavier faces two tough road challenges Xavierfinishesouttheregularconfer-
with Detroit Mercy, whoupsetXatCooo ence season in Pennsylvania looking for 
Arena last season, and I-75 rival Dayton wins at Duquesne and LaSalle. 
Ayers. Indianapolis plays host fo_r the MCC 
Thurs., Feb. 4 
Sat., Feb. 6 
Sat., Feb. 13 
Wed., Feb. 17 
Sat., Feb. 20 
Thurs., Feb. 25 
Sat., Feb. 27 
Tues., Mar. 2 
Sat., Mar. 6 
Thurs., Mar. 11 
Fri., Mar. 12 
Sat., Mar. 13 
OPPONENT 
Lexington AAU (Exhibition) 
Windsor (Exhibition) 
·· ·Huntiiigfon(Ind:t 
Ball State 
Kent State 
Miami (Oh.) (Channel 9) 
Delaware* 
Japan All-Stars* (Exhibition) 
Rice* 
Wichita State 
Notre Dame (SportsChannel) 
Detroit Mercy (MCC) 
Louisville (Local Cable) 
Dayton (MCC) (Channel 9) 
South Florida 
Butler (MCC) (Channel 9) 
Evansville (MCC) (ESPN) 
Cincinnati (Channel 19) 
LoyolaofChicago (MCC) (SportsChannel) 
La Salle (MCC) 
Duquesne (MCC) (Channel 9) 
Dayton (MCC) TV) 
Evansville (MCC> 
Butler (MCC) (MCC 1V) 
Loyola of Chicago (MCC) 
Detroit Mercy (MCC) 
La Salle (MCC) (Channel 9) 
Duquesne (MCC) (MCC 1V) 
#MCC Tournament 
#MCC Tournament 
#MCC Tournament 
During the little road trip, the XU tournament. Up for grabs 1s. an auto-
hoopsters make a stop to the top 20 Lou- ma~c bid to th~ rou~d of 64 for the '93 B~ld print indicates home game. 
isville Cardinals, who.lost in the second national champ10nsh1p. · ·. . · . 
*Daiwa Basketball Tournament (Tokyo, Japan). 
#MCC Tournament Ondianapolis, Ind.) · 
TIME 
7:35PM 
7:35PM 
s:osPM 
·.· 
7:30PM 
8:05PM 
8:05PM 
6:00AM 
ll:OOPM 
2:00AM 
8:05PM 
8:05PM 
2:05PM ,· 
8:05PM 
8:00PM 
8:05PM 
8:05PM 
12:05PM 
8:05PM 
8:00PM 
8:05PM 
7:35PM 
8:05PM 
8:05PM 
4:05PM 
8:05PM 
7:35PM 
7:30PM 
4:05PM 
TBA 
TBA 
5:30PM 
round of the NCAA to UCLA. "We have a lot of challenges ahead 
None of these games are cake walks. this season," said Gillen. 
All times Eastern. All Xavier games can be heard on 7~WLW AM. 
.. 
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MCC: Two new kids on the block 
By Emmett Prosser 
The Xavier Newswire 
A new era has begun in the Mid west-
ern Collegiate Conference. Duquesne 
and La Salle arrive from the east to give 
theMCCthemostcompetitivefieldithas 
had since 1990 when five players were 
selected in the NBA draft. Here are the 
scouting reports, in the order the News-
wire predicts they will finish: 
Xavier 
Musketeers 
MCCCoaches 
Predictions 
1. Evansville 
2. Xavier 
3. Butler 
3. LaSalle 
5. Duquesne 
6. Detroit Mercy 
7. Dayton 
8. Loyola 
MCCMedia 
Predictions 
1. Evansville 
2. Xavier 
3. Butler 
4. Duquesne 
5. Dayton 
6. LaSalle 
7. Detroit Mercy 
8. Loyola 
<~. 
Evansville .b· 
Aces 
MCC player of the year Parrish 
Casebier summed up the way the Evans-
ville Purple Aces play basketball: "My 
teammates know what I'm capable of 
doing and I know what they are eapable 
of doing." UE plays team basketball,and 
they will continue to do that if they want 
to improve on last year's 24-6 record and 
another NCAA tournament berth. 
Casebier averaged 25.4 points per 
game and 9.4 rebounds a game to be-
come the first player in MCC history to 
lead the conference in both categories. 
Though Casebier carries a big load, top to 
bottom UE was themostdisciplined team 
in the conference last season. 
Senior Scott Shreffler returns to the 
Acestoshufflethedeck. Thepointguard 
led the league in assists last year, despite 
missing the final six games of the regular 
season. 
Senior center Sascha Huprnann, who 
led the MCC in blocked shots and field 
goal percentage will anchor the middle 
for Evansville. 
"We're a very interchangeable team," 
said Head Coach Jim C:::rews.,"We have 
four guys on the floor who cah handle the 
ball real well, and can score inside and 
out. We look like a pretty good team." 
UE might go eight or nine men deep, 
that's how interchangeable they are, and 
with a guy like Casebier, the Aces could 
go a long way. That's why the media and 
the coaches picked themas the conference 
favorites. 
Top Player: Parrish Casebier 
Team Strength: All five starters return 
Newswire outlook Should finish at or 
near the top of the league. 
Duquesne 
Dukes 
After building his team back up to 
respectability in the Atlantic 10; 
Duquesne Head Coach John Carroll leads 
his Dukes into the MCC. 
The Dukes are big. Real big. 6'-10" 
Derrick Alston, a second team Atlantic 
10 perfonner last year is the top player in 
the paint. Alston averaged 14 pointsand 
eight rebounds a game last year. Bruiser 
Alan Watkins checks in at 61-611, 265 
pounds~ Transfer Ricky Lopes stands 7'-
2". ThisisoneteamXavierwon'tbeable 
to toy with inside. 
'1t gives us a good rotation ," said 
Alston. ''We might have a 
little advantage inside." 
In the backcourt, look for 
senior Mark Gilbert to light 
it up. He was the best 
shooter on the team last 
season, his best game com-
ing against who else? 
Xavier, last year he burned 
the Muskies, for 29. Fresh-
man Kenya Hunter will 
replace James Hargrove at 
point guard. Hargrove led 
the Atlantic 10 in scoring 
last season. 
Some expect the Dukes 
to come in and make an 
immediate impact, but 
Carroll doesn't pay much 
attention to the hype. 
. "You play basketball to 
have fun, to the best of your 
ability," said Carroll. 
''We're excited to play in 
this league, but who can 
say what team will finish 
where,? It's unfair to the 
kids. We feel we can win." 
. File photo 
Top Player: Derrick Alston 
Team Strength: Inside 
play, versatility. 
Newswire Outlook: If 
Hunter comes through, ex-
pect the Dukes to be.in the. 
race. 
Senior shooting guard Dwayne Kelley of Detroit Mercy 
was picked to the All-MCC first team by the media: 
Detroit 
Mercy 
Titans 
Opposing MCC fans who expect a 
sure win when Detroit Mercy enters the 
gym shouldn't be surprised .when the 
Titans walk off the floor with a viC:tory. 
Head coach Ricky Byrdsong looks to 
have the best squad he's had since he 
took over the UDM program four years 
ago .. He enters his fifth season with the 
deepest and most experienced backcourt 
in the conference, hands down. 
. :··'::['_;~~:: · ;:'.~ :·_. ·.«:j r~·h::--.• 
Byrdsong set foot in. the Motor city. The 
Tita.ns think they've 5olved the problem 
with two junior college transfers: 6-8 
Patrick Lacy and 6-9 Alan Renner-Tho-
mas. . . . 
"We've added some bulk,". said 
Byrdsong, I expect us to crack the upper 
half of the division this year." 
''We have the best team we have ever 
had since I've been here," said Kelley. "I 
want people to say Dwayne Kelley and 
Detroit went out a winner." 
Top Player: Dwayne Kelley 
. Team Strength: . Backcotirt is best 
Nwswire Outlook: If big guys come 
through, Titans are for real. · 
~VTQ:HL;··".. ==. AS · .. 
...... 'T ..... '  _, : .. 
. · · . Dliyto11 
Flyers 
All-MCC guard Dwayne Kelley led 
the Titans in scoring lastyear with a 16.1 
average. Kelley'spartnerRamseyNichols 
is lightning quick. He was thirdis the 
MCCinassistslastyear. Anewaddition 
to the backcourt who should be a joy to 
watch is Tony Tolbert, a transfer from the 
University of Michigan. ·He is projected Shoot it, press and run like hell. That 
to start immediately at the three position is what is in tile dictionary when you 
(big guard, small forward). - lookforadefinitionofDaytonbasketball. 
"Tolbert is a true scorer," said Kelley. Chip Hare, Alex Robertson and Der-
"He' s going to take a lot of pressure off of rick Dukes form a solid returning nucleus 
me and my shots will come easier." that. hope to· help UD ·improve on· last 
Also look for Mike Jackson to con- years fourth place finish. 
tribute at guard, he was on the all new- Robertson, the leader in steals i_nthe 
comer team last season. • . • ... . . conference lastyear,also led the Ayers in 
Big men have always been a problem scoring and will be counted on again to 
for UDM. They haven't had any since do th~ sa1ne. ·Hare was the,MCC New-
MCC•MCC 0 MCC•MCC•MCC•MCC 0 MCC•MCC 0 MCC 0 MCC 0 MCC 
comer of the league a year ago, averaged 
11 points and 6.6 rebounds a game. 
Big things are expected from Wiscon-
sin transfer Larry Hisle, a shooting guard 
who should fit right in to the Ayer frenzy. 
"We always want to run," said Head 
coach Jim O'Brien. ''We want to extend 
the court and make the other team put up 
a quick shot." 
The Ayers are famous for bombing 
opponents with three point attempts, 
putting up 1975 treys in O'Brien's first 
three years of coaching. 
'The three ,will be even more of a 
priority than it was last season," said 
O'Brien. 
Top Player: Alex Robertson 
Team Strength: Quickness, explosive-
ness, perimeter shooting. 
Newswire Outlook: Defense, big men 
suspect: the middle of the pack. 
Butler 
Bulldogs 
Darin Archbold is gone. Is it good 
news or bad news for Butler? 
The Bulldogslo5e Archbold's25points 
a game, but may be more balanced as a 
team because he won't be on the floor. 
Junior Jermaine Guice never rriet a shot 
hedidn'tlikeevenifitwasoutsideHinkle 
fieldhouse, will lead the offensive attack. 
Guice was voted to the pre-season MCC 
first team by league coaches. 
''You don't replace a Darin Archbold," 
said Guice. "But you try to con}pensate 
by getting everyone else to contribute 
more than in the past.'' 
Seniors J.P. Brens and Tim Bowen, 
members of Head Coach Barry Collier's 
first recruiting class must play con~istent 
if the Bulldogs expect to be back in second 
place. Bowen is a great floor leader, but 
doesn't shoot well. Brens is either really 
good in the paint, or really bad. For-
wards John Taylor and Katara Reliford 
are going to have to look to attack the 
goal more. Reliford is a wide body w.ho 
should get a lot of garbage baskets. Tay-
lor is a slasher. 
Guards Chris Miske) and Jason 
McKenzie are the tops of the Bulldog 
recruiting class. . 
Butler has a tough non conference 
schedule, including North Carolina and· 
Indiana. · 
Top Player: Jennaine Guice. 
Team Strength: Balance, a lot of players 
with equal ability. . . 
Newswire Outlook: The lossof Archbold 
will hurt. Guice and Brens need take 
their games to the next level. 
Watch out for the 
Basketball X~tra 
at the Gardens. 
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La Salle 
Explorers 
One of the new members of the league 
is very new. LaSalle lost four starters last 
year including sharpshooter Randy 
Woods. 
The Explorers Ione returning starter is 
Jeff Neubauer, though he didn't score 
much, he only averaged one turnover a 
game. 
Three point specialist Paul Burke 
should move into the starting line-up 
this year. Look for Sophomore Kareem 
Townes and freshman Quincy Lee to 
pick up much of the offensive load. 
Townes, who sat out last year, averaged 
over40pointsa game in high school. Lee 
wasn't too far off that mark in his prep 
days either, pumping in 35.2 points per 
contest. 
"It's really hard to tell how we are 
going to do because we're so young," 
said Neubauer. But with the talent on 
our team, we expect to win, we don't 
expect to just play out the season." 
Freshman Turquin Mott should give 
help to Blitz Wooten in the front court. 
Wooten blocked 27 shots last year and 
grabbed more than five boards a game. 
Top Player: Jeff Neubauer 
Strength: LaSalle always has that go 
to guy, is it Townes or Lee? 
Outlook: Hard to tell, because the 
young guns haven't played. 
Loyola 
Ramblers 
The MCC media and coaches picked 
Loyola to finish last in the MCC. The 
Ramblersdon'tthinkthey'llbeanywhere 
near the cellar. 
Kerman Ali and Eric Dolezal give LU 
a Nice inside-outside combination on 
offense. Point guard Keir Rodgers 
graduated, but expect sophmore Russell 
Wilson to fill some big shoes. 
The Ramblers were killed on the 
boardslastyear,butcenter BernieSalthe 
is back to help out Ali and senior Grant 
Moehring. Ali averaged 12 points and 6 
rebounds a game last season. Dolezal 
also scored 12 a contest. 
"We're deeper than wewerelastyear," 
said Dolezal. "Our goal is to make the 
NCAA tournament.'' 
''We have a good nucleus of young 
people," saidHeadCoachSpeedyMorris. Top Player: Eric Dolezal 
"But I think we're a year away from Team Strengths: The Ramblersrun the 
being good. floor well and play the best t.eams tough. 
Speedymightnotbegivinghisnucleus · Newswire·'Outlook: :I'm one: of the· 
enough credit. His newcomers look people who picked Loyola last, Sorry 
awfully tough. Eric. 
Coaches Preseason 
First-Team All-MCC 
1. Jermaine Guice, Butler 
2. Jamie Gladden, Xavier 
3. Aaron Williams, Xavier 
4. Parrish Casebier, Evansville 
5. Brian Grant, Xavier 
Coaches Preseason 
Second-Team All-MCC 
1. Derrick Alston, Duquesne 
2. Eric Dolezal, Loyola 
· 3. Chip Hare, Dayton 
4. Sascha Hupmann, Evansville 
5. Dwayne Kelley, Detroit Mercy 
Media Preseason 
First-Team All-MCC. 
1. Parrish Casebier, Evansville 
2. Jamie Gladden, Xavier 
3. Sascha. Hupmann, Evansville 
4. Dwayne Kelley, Detroit Mercy 
5. Aaron ·Williams, Xavier 
· File photo 
Brian Grant 
Media Preseason 
Second-Team All-MCC 
1. Brian Grant, Xavier 
2. Jermaine Guice, Butler 
3. Chip Hare, Dayton 
4. Alex Robertson, Dayton 
5. Scott Shreffler, Evansville 
Preseason Player-of-the-Year: Parrish Casebier, Evansville 
MCC 0 MCC 0 MCC 0 MCC·MCC·MCC•MCC 0 MCC 0 MCC•MCC•MCC 
Photo by Greg Rust 
Erik Edwards and XaVier will battle Louisville at Freedom _Hall on 
. January 11th. LouiSvilleis rated tenth in_ the Newswire Tgp 25. · 
Xavier Newswire Top 25 
1. 1<all5as Jayhawks 
2~ Dtike Blue Devils 
3. Indiana Hoosiers 
4. Michigan Wolverines 
5. North Carolina Tar Heels 
6. Kentucky Wildcats 
7. Seton Hall Pirates 
8. Florida State Seminoles 
9. Ari2.0na Wildcats 
10. Louisville Cardinals 
11. Oklahoma SoOners 
12 Connecticut Huskies 
13. Iowa Hawkeyes 
14. Georgia Tech Yellowjackets 
15. Georgetown Hoyas 
16. Illinois Fightjng Illini 
17. Syracuse Orangemen 
Ttilane Green Wave 
19. Memphis State Tigers 
20; Virginia Cavaliers 
21. Wake Forest Demon Deacons 
22 Purdue Boilermakers 
23. Evansville Purple Aces 
. 24. UNLVRunningRebels 
25. Iowa State Cyclones 
National college preview 
--·You want a winner? Watch TV 
Emmett 
Prosser 
Sports editor 
Attention all you ESPN col-
lege basketball junkies: the wait 
is over. Tonight you can start 
feeding your addiction for the 
next four months. 
Bobby ·Knight and Indiana 
battle Murray State tonight and 
the madness won't stop until 
the champion is crowned in 
April in New Orleans. It's al-
ways hard for me to pick a win-
ner before the season starts, so 
I've decided not to do that this 
year. Butherearetheguyswho 
should be knocking on the door 
·trying .to get in the Big Easy jazz 
dubs in the spring. 
If you looked ·up the . word 
team in the dictionary, Kansas 
and Indiana would be part of 
thedefinition. KUhasoneofthe 
most balanced attacks in. the. 
nation. Seniors Adonis Jordan: 
and Rex Walters are as intelli-
gent as any other pair of guards 
' in division I. Jordan's back-up, 
CalvinRayford,isthebestplayer 
you've never heard of. When 
. I<ansas-makes noise this year, 
you11 hear of him 
Knight and the Hoosiers 
should roll again this year. Four 
of five starters . are back from 
1992 Final Four group: Damon 
Bailey, Calbert Chaney, Chris 
Reynolds and Alan Henderson. 
If you want to bet against that 
group going to the final four, 
bookies aren't going to give you 
greatodds. . 
DukeandNorthCarolinaare 
two of the most prestigious pro-. 
grams in the land. Don't expect 
that to change this year. Grant 
Hill and Bobby Hurley will lead 
the_ Blue Devils to what they 
· hopetobeathirdstraightNCAA 
crown. If they do it, can you say 
Dynasty?. · And Joan Coilins ,. Jamal Mashburn and newcomer 
doesn't star _in it. Some guy · Rodrick Rhodes should form a 
named Coach K does. super frontcourt. The Wildcats 
Up the road in Chapel Hill, should dominate the SEC. 
Dean Smith will highlight his Those are the seven teams I 
inside game as usual. · Eric feel have the best shot at the 
Montross is ready to show op- national title. Here are a few 
ponents he is the next Carolina guys who the. experts might 
big man with an NBA future. overlook. 
Teammate George Lynch can Evansville isn't getting re-
play either small or power for- spcct. Casebier and company 
ward. will be a force. Massachusetts 
IfotherACCteamstrytostop will be back in the sweet 16. 
those two, look for Brian Reese Senior Tony Barbee is one of the 
or Donald Williams to have top swingmen in the country. 
some big nights. Mates Harper Williamsand Lou 
Michigan's fab five frosh are Roe aint bad .either. 
nowsoph's.ChrisWcbber,Jalen Gr.eat Midwest member 
Rose, Juwan Howard, Jimmy Memphis State might do dam-
King and 
Ray Jackson 
will chal-
lenge Indi:-
ana for the 
Big Ten title. 
Webber and 
Rose are ca-
pable of car-
rying this 
team to. ·the 
finals.· 
· ,Andifany 
game were 
as bigas.the 
Wolverine's 
mouths, 
they'd go 
undefeated. 
T ~ r r y 
Dehere-and 
Seton Hall 
are hoping to 
get the Big East back into the 
Final Four. 
Deherecan camp at the Syra-
cuse bench in front of Jim 
Boeheim and hit threes. Three 
other starters return. The Hau· 
lost to Duke in the Sweet 16 last 
year and UNL V when the Rebels 
won it. ·· 
.The goal: not to face the even-
tual NCAA champion until they 
reach the Final Four. 
Speaking of teams that lost to 
Duke last year, try telling Rick 
Patino his dub shouldn't have 
been in Minneapolis last year. 
Chris Webber 
age; AnfemeeHardawaywants 
to lead the Tigers to the final 
four before he hits the NBA. 
Tulane and Louisvillearethe 
favorites· in the Metro. Denny 
Crum' s boys are loaded. Trans-
fer· Cliff Rozier and Dwayne 
Morton hope to get Louisville 
back to the Final Four for the 
first time since 1986. . 
. If your team was left out, 
tough, perhaps Dick Vitale will 
give your school some. re5pect. 
· Dick talks about everyone, just 
watch ESPN tonight and. find 
out. 
The annual basketball supplement iS. a special publication of The Xavier Newswire. 
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1992~93 Women~s Basketball Schedule 
DATE OPPONENT TIME 
Sat.~ Nov. 21 Hoosier All-Stars (Exhibition) 6:00 PM 
Tues., Dec. 1 Morehead State · 7:30PM. 
Tues., Dec:. 8 · WestV~inia 7:00 Pt:VI 
Sat., Dec:. 12 Miami (Oh.) · 2:00PM. 
Fri., Dec:. 18 Eastern Washington 7:00PM 
Mon.; Dec. 21 OhiO '' ' ··/ 5:45PM 
·Mon., Dec:. 28 _ -,,jitdiana State : 7:00PM· 
Thurs., .Dec:. 31. Wrigl:tt State 5:00,PM 
~ ~' . ' . . . ~' , .. 
"· : .:,~~ 4: -... :<: ~~~:.:~~:~ \' ·. __ , 
Sat., Jan. 2 · Dayton (MCC) ·. s:3oPM 
Tues.,Jan. s Alabama 7:00PM 
Sat.; Jan. 9 Notre Dame (MCC) 7:00PM 
Thurs., Jan. 14 La Scllle (MCC) 7:00PM· 
Sat., Jan. 16 Duquesne CMCC> 6:15PM 
Thurs., Jan. 21 Butler (MCC) 6·:00.PM 
Sat, Jan. 23 : ·· E:~ansvilie <Mee> 2:00PM 
Thurs., Jari. 28 Detroit Mercy (MCC) 7:00PM 
Sat., Jan~ 30 . ·Loyola (MCC) 4:00PM 
Thurs., Feb. 4 Youngstown State 7:30PM 
Sat., Feb. 6 Dayton (MCC) 2:00PM 
Thurs., Feb. 11 Notre Dame (MCC) 7:30PM 
Thurs., Feb. 18 Duquesne (MCC) 7:00~M 
Sat.,Feb.20 La Salle (MCC) 7:00PM 
Tues.; Feb. 23 Cincinnati 7:30PM 
Sat., Feb. 27 Butler (MCC) 2:00PM 
Mon.,Mar.1 Evansville (MCC) 8:35PM 
Thurs., Mar. 4 Loyola (Mee> . 7:00PM 
Sat., Mar. 6 Detroit Mercy (MCC) 2:00PM 
Mon.,Mar.8 #MCC Toiirnament TBA 
Tues., Mar. 9 #MCC Tournament TBA· 
Wed., Mar. 10 #MCC Tournament · 7:00PM 
Bold p~t indica~es a home game. 
All times F.astem. , 
#MCC Women~s Basketball Championship to be held 
in South Berid, Ind. 
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Three guys anxious to lace 'em up 
By Pete MacArthur 
The Xavier Newswire 
There are three newcomers 
to the Xavier program who will 
have serious impact as to how 
the men's basketball team fin-
ishes this season. 
These three musketeers are 
senior tri-captain Chris Mack, 
sophomore DeWaun Rose, and 
freshman Joe Rey. 
Now why would someone 
think a senior like Chris Mack is 
a newcomer? 
Mack is a 6'-5" swingman 
fifth year senior from Cincin-
nati who transferred from 
Evansville after his sophomore 
season to Xavier. 
After haVing to sit out of a 
year due to NCAA regulations, 
Mack was ready for last season, 
but eight seconds into the first 
exhibition game, Mack injured 
himself while taking a charge. 
Chris was out for the season 
with anterior cruciate ligament 
injury. Ouiswouldhavetowait 
another season to prove himself 
for Muskie fans; Then, while 
playing a pick-up game this 
summer Mack injured his ACL 
Joe Rey 
in the opposite knee. "What-
ever Chris gives us we'll be very 
happy with. We'r_e not pres-
suring him at all/' said head 
coach Pete Gillen. 
Chris is ·playing the waiting 
game, recovering from the injury 
and is tentatively scheduled to 
play for XU in mid-January. 
DeWaun Rose, a 6'-8" for-
ward -from ChiCago, was a 
medical redshirt last season with 
abacki~jury. Hecomesintothis · 
season stronger and very hun-
gry to play. 
''He' sa very good shooter for 
a big guy," said Gillen. 
Rose will be used off the bench 
because of his defensive and 
pressing abilities. 
Said Gillen, ''He's going to be 
a solid contributor." 
The only freshman on this 
year's squad is a freshman in 
age only. Joe Rey, a 6-1 guard 
from St. Ignatius High School in 
Cleveland. 
Gillen said, ''He sees thecourt 
very well, I think that is what he 
does best." 
Rey was named to the Ohio 
First Team All-State after aver-
aging 24.8 points as a senior. 
"He'scomingalongvery well 
as a freshman, he doesn't play 
like a freshman. He's very con-
fident in his ability. He should 
help us this year," said senior 
tri-captain Jamie Gladden. 
All three will contribute ,to 
the team very well. Without 
Mack, Rose, and Rey, it would 
be very tough to win road games. 
With these three it will be very 
difficult for an opponent to de-
feat the· Muskies. 
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Carol Madsen: pre-season MCC-player -of-the year. ·Brian Grant has led Xavier in rebounding the last two seasons. 
l,oyola • 
Notre Dame • Duquesne 
Butler 
• Dayton 
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